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their hearts out and I want to
say to them - hold that thought!
We will all be ...

How to Decorate a Bookshelf,
According to Your Zodiac Sign
This CBC Arts logo for April is
a blooming masterpiece
What to watch: Young Rock
How To Be Happy Dammit
Maybe it’s the recent afternoon
sunshine or number of days over
60 degrees in the past week,
but dammit, I’m feeling
optimistic. I’ve spent the last
year listening to (and writing
about) music that ...
Direct Your Attention: A more
optimistic playlist
Zoe Gertz in the musical Come
From Away. Picture: Annette Dew
They looked so happy to be up
there last night performing

It’s impossible not to get
carried away at Come From Away
We can kinda fold this one into
"IT'S STILL REAL TO ME, DAMMIT."
It's one of the new NBC ...
while trying to raise a kid and
keep his wife happy at home is
an interesting one and should be
a ...
What to watch: Young Rock
She's a patsy for Jeffrey
Epstein who they lost on their
watch and they are taking it out
on my sister and dammit, that's
wrong. 'She is not Epstein.
Epstein was guilty. He did time.
Ghislaine Maxwell's brother says
she's a 'patsy' for Jeffrey
Epstein
It also thrusts you into the
action – these coppers don’t
have time to explain themselves,
dammit, there’s corruption to
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uncover. If it’s any consolation Check out the previous designs.
to the confused viewer, it even April showers bring May flowers,
trips up the ...
but dammit, we just don't feel
like waiting that ...
From CHIS to MIT: a Handy
Glossary to 'Line of Duty'
This CBC Arts logo for April is
Police Slang, Jargon and
a blooming masterpiece
Acronyms
"Dammit." "Well, this is gonna
"I'm happy to have that debate
leave a mark," Bryan quipped in
... I'm not trying to punish
the clip, as he zoomed in on his
anybody, but dammit, maybe it’s injured hand. "Pretty sure
because I come from a middlethat's in my bone." Despite the
class neighborhood. I’m sick and harrowing injury, Bryan remained
tired of ordinary people being
in good ...
...
Luke Bryan Details Fishing
Biden says he welcomes debate on Injury After Hook Gets Stuck on
infrastructure: 'Changes are
His Hand: 'This Is Gonna Leave a
certain'
Mark'
It has weight and when it's rock Fantastic Negrito just won a
music played unrestrained by one third Grammy Award for latest
of Australia's greatest, it
album Have You Lost Your Mind
feels like someone has placed
Yet? He also has plenty to say
the electric pads on your chest on guns, gardening and groove
and shocked you back into life, ...
dammit ...
Fantastic Negrito is once,
Michael Gudinski left us with a twice, three times a Grammy...
sense of hope the pulsing life
and he's just getting started
of this glorious city might
dammit, so treat her (and follow
return
her @MISSDAKOTAPUGGY) with the
That’s when she started to
respect she deserves. After all,
notice a pattern. “I realized a she's still in the single-digits
few months ago that he is
in doggy years and has a lot of
triggered to at least look up or livin' to do. 2.
to come check for food if I say
Best Instagram Account
‘oops,’ ‘dammit’ or ‘shit,’”
dammit. Dominate your
Dietz said. “He ...
bookshelves with ample artwork
Dog Checks Floor For Scraps
and sculpture— and draw creative
Whenever He Hears The Word
inspo every time you look at it.
'Oops'
Design: Orlando Soria;
Every month, we feature a new
Photography: Tessa Neustadt
take on the CBC Arts logo
ARIES: Make Your ...
created by a Canadian artist.
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How to Decorate a Bookshelf,
there last night performing
According to Your Zodiac Sign
their hearts out and I want to
But thank God I wasn’t
say to them - hold that thought!
hospitalised. And I’m able to
We will all be ...
work out and be at close to my
It’s impossible not to get
best, or near dammit.” Emilio
was unsure whether to go public carried away at Come From Away
with his illness at the time in We can kinda fold this one into
"IT'S STILL REAL TO ME, DAMMIT."
order to ...
It's one of the new NBC ...
Emilio Estevez: I have COVID
while trying to raise a kid and
brain fog
keep his wife happy at home is
Our daughter said, “Dad, we can an interesting one and should be
keep you comfortable,” and he
a ...
said, “Dammit, I don’t want
comfort ... If that’s what you
What to watch: Young Rock
want for yourself, I’m happy to She's a patsy for Jeffrey
Epstein who they lost on their
support you along the way, and
watch and they are taking it out
if you want ...
on my sister and dammit, that's
Diane Rehm tackles ‘death with
wrong. 'She is not Epstein.
dignity’ again, this time in a
Epstein was guilty. He did time.
new documentary
Mackie isn’t trying to steal any Ghislaine Maxwell's brother says
thunder from Ali. He’s happy to she's a 'patsy' for Jeffrey
Epstein
just support him. Mackie
It also thrusts you into the
remembers a character in the
action – these coppers don’t
original 2002 Spider-Man movie
who inspired his idea for Blade. have time to explain themselves,
dammit, there’s corruption to
uncover. If it’s any consolation
How To Be Happy Dammit
to the confused viewer, it even
Maybe it’s the recent afternoon trips up the ...
sunshine or number of days over
From CHIS to MIT: a Handy
60 degrees in the past week,
Glossary to 'Line of Duty'
but dammit, I’m feeling
optimistic. I’ve spent the last Police Slang, Jargon and
year listening to (and writing
Acronyms
about) music that ...
"I'm happy to have that debate
... I'm not trying to punish
Direct Your Attention: A more
anybody, but dammit, maybe it’s
optimistic playlist
because I come from a middleZoe Gertz in the musical Come
class neighborhood. I’m sick and
From Away. Picture: Annette Dew tired of ordinary people being
They looked so happy to be up
...
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Luke Bryan Details Fishing
Biden says he welcomes debate on Injury After Hook Gets Stuck on
infrastructure: 'Changes are
His Hand: 'This Is Gonna Leave a
certain'
Mark'
It has weight and when it's rock Fantastic Negrito just won a
music played unrestrained by one third Grammy Award for latest
of Australia's greatest, it
album Have You Lost Your Mind
feels like someone has placed
Yet? He also has plenty to say
the electric pads on your chest on guns, gardening and groove
and shocked you back into life, ...
dammit ...
Fantastic Negrito is once,
Michael Gudinski left us with a twice, three times a Grammy...
sense of hope the pulsing life
and he's just getting started
of this glorious city might
dammit, so treat her (and follow
return
her @MISSDAKOTAPUGGY) with the
That’s when she started to
respect she deserves. After all,
notice a pattern. “I realized a she's still in the single-digits
few months ago that he is
in doggy years and has a lot of
triggered to at least look up or livin' to do. 2.
to come check for food if I say
Best Instagram Account
‘oops,’ ‘dammit’ or ‘shit,’”
dammit. Dominate your
Dietz said. “He ...
bookshelves with ample artwork
Dog Checks Floor For Scraps
and sculpture— and draw creative
Whenever He Hears The Word
inspo every time you look at it.
'Oops'
Design: Orlando Soria;
Every month, we feature a new
Photography: Tessa Neustadt
take on the CBC Arts logo
ARIES: Make Your ...
created by a Canadian artist.
Check out the previous designs. How to Decorate a Bookshelf,
April showers bring May flowers, According to Your Zodiac Sign
But thank God I wasn’t
but dammit, we just don't feel
like waiting that ...
hospitalised. And I’m able to
work out and be at close to my
This CBC Arts logo for April is best, or near dammit.” Emilio
a blooming masterpiece
was unsure whether to go public
"Dammit." "Well, this is gonna
with his illness at the time in
leave a mark," Bryan quipped in order to ...
the clip, as he zoomed in on his
Emilio Estevez: I have COVID
injured hand. "Pretty sure
that's in my bone." Despite the brain fog
harrowing injury, Bryan remained Our daughter said, “Dad, we can
keep you comfortable,” and he
in good ...
said, “Dammit, I don’t want
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comfort ... If that’s what you
plenty to say on guns, gardening and
want for yourself, I’m happy to groove ...
support you along the way, and
Luke Bryan Details Fishing Injury
if you want ...
After Hook Gets Stuck on His Hand:
'This Is Gonna Leave a Mark'
Diane Rehm tackles ‘death with
dammit. Dominate your bookshelves
dignity’ again, this time in a
with ample artwork and sculpture— and
new documentary
draw creative inspo every time you
Mackie isn’t trying to steal any look at it. Design: Orlando Soria;
thunder from Ali. He’s happy to Photography: Tessa Neustadt ARIES:
just support him. Mackie
Make Your ...
remembers a character in the
original 2002 Spider-Man movie
But thank God I wasn’t hospitalised. And I’m
who inspired his idea for Blade. able to work out and be at close to my best, or near

Mackie isn’t trying to steal any thunder
from Ali. He’s happy to just support
him. Mackie remembers a character in
the original 2002 Spider-Man movie
who inspired his idea for Blade.
Zoe Gertz in the musical Come From
Away. Picture: Annette Dew They
looked so happy to be up there last
night performing their hearts out and I
want to say to them - hold that thought!
We will all be ...
Emilio Estevez: I have COVID brain
fog
Every month, we feature a new take on
the CBC Arts logo created by a
Canadian artist. Check out the previous
designs. April showers bring May
flowers, but dammit, we just don't feel
like waiting that ...
dammit, so treat her (and follow her
@MISSDAKOTAPUGGY) with the
respect she deserves. After all, she's
still in the single-digits in doggy years
and has a lot of livin' to do. 2.
Fantastic Negrito just won a third
Grammy Award for latest album Have
You Lost Your Mind Yet? He also has

dammit.” Emilio was unsure whether to go public
with his illness at the time in order to ...
It also thrusts you into the action – these coppers
don’t have time to explain themselves, dammit,
there’s corruption to uncover. If it’s any
consolation to the confused viewer, it even trips up
the ...
Maybe it’s the recent afternoon sunshine or
number of days over 60 degrees in the past week,
but dammit, I’m feeling optimistic. I’ve spent
the last year listening to (and writing about) music
that ...
Our daughter said, “Dad, we can keep you
comfortable,” and he said, “Dammit, I don’t
want comfort ... If that’s what you want for
yourself, I’m happy to support you along the way,
and if you want ...

We can kinda fold this one into "IT'S STILL
REAL TO ME, DAMMIT." It's one of the new
NBC ... while trying to raise a kid and keep his
wife happy at home is an interesting one and
should be a ...
It’s impossible not to get carried away at Come
From Away
How To Be Happy Dammit
Direct Your Attention: A more optimistic playlist
From CHIS to MIT: a Handy Glossary to 'Line
of Duty' Police Slang, Jargon and Acronyms
Ghislaine Maxwell's brother says she's a 'patsy'
for Jeffrey Epstein
It has weight and when it's rock music played
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unrestrained by one of Australia's greatest, it feels
like someone has placed the electric pads on your
chest and shocked you back into life, dammit ...
Biden says he welcomes debate on infrastructure:
'Changes are certain'

That’s when she started to notice a pattern.
“I realized a few months ago that he is
triggered to at least look up or to come check
for food if I say ‘oops,’ ‘dammit’ or
‘shit,’” Dietz said. “He ...
"I'm happy to have that debate ... I'm not
trying to punish anybody, but dammit, maybe
it’s because I come from a middle-class
neighborhood. I’m sick and tired of
ordinary people being ...
Fantastic Negrito is once, twice, three times a
Grammy... and he's just getting started
Michael Gudinski left us with a sense of hope
the pulsing life of this glorious city might
return
"Dammit." "Well, this is gonna leave a mark," Bryan
quipped in the clip, as he zoomed in on his injured
hand. "Pretty sure that's in my bone." Despite the
harrowing injury, Bryan remained in good ...
Diane Rehm tackles ‘death with dignity’ again,
this time in a new documentary
Dog Checks Floor For Scraps Whenever He Hears
The Word 'Oops'
Best Instagram Account
She's a patsy for Jeffrey Epstein who they lost on their
watch and they are taking it out on my sister and
dammit, that's wrong. 'She is not Epstein. Epstein was
guilty. He did time.
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